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CASE STUDY SERIES

Launch with confidence, not question.

      Baccus Research 
Group CREATED 
VISUAL 
PERSONAS 
which I was able 
to post in my 
developer’s cubicles 
so they could see 
and understand 
who they are 
writing code for.

—Technology Client

Our Client's Challenge: Knowing the user

Not wanting to simply rely on past success as the measure of how well a new 

product offering would be received, our client asked Baccus Research Group to 

dig more deeply into the lives of their customers.  Understanding that people 

have rapidly changing needs, this client wanted to truly understand daily 

routines, drivers, and intentions. The goal was to build a clear picture of how an 

end user would be using their new product.

The Solution: A day in the life

Using innovative “ethnographic” research our client experienced a day in the 

lives of their buyers.  We equipped respondents with a working prototype of the 

new product in several countries and had them report their experiences over the 

course of two weeks on an online bulletin board.  By posting pictures and 

videos of themselves using the product in a variety of environments, we 

collected active and real-time information about the target audience. By 

combining this information with in-depth interviews and quantitative research, 

our client obtained a 360-degree view of their customer and potential use of 

the new product.

The Result: Putting the face on your market

In collaboration with our client we built personas of the key influencers, buyers, 

and users of the new technology. By doing so, our client was able to provide a 

very literal and tangible representation of the customers their developers were 

building for.  In addition, we provided a full analysis of desired features and 

functionality.  With these specifics, they vastly improved their odds of hitting the 

bull’s-eye with their launch.

If truly knowing your customers will help you improve your product development and launch, 
we know how to bring those rich personas to life.

Through our proven qualitative methodologies you can confidently design, develop, and launch 
your product having keen understanding of the market throughout the development cycle.
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